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Installation and use guide

CROPPER script

Ai Scripts Team

Installation

1. Copy the file The Script.jsx to the standard Adobe Illustrator scripts folder. The location 

of this folder depends on the version of Adobe Illustrator and your operating system 

configuration.


1.1 For Windows, in English Adobe Illustrator scripts path might look like this:


C / Program Files / Adobe / Adobe Illustrator (your version) / Presets / en_GB / Scripts

The Script can be run without installation. 


1. Go File / Scripts / Other Script. 


2. Find the folder where the script is located and select it.

2. Restart Adobe Illustrator. 

3. The Script will appear in the Adobe Illustrator File / Scripts menu.


After that, you can find the Pattern Creator PRO script in the main menu File > Scripts.

1.3 Please note that if your Adobe Illustrator is not in English, you will have a folder with a 

different name instead of "en_GB".

The Script

The Script

1.2 For macOS in English Adobe Illustrator:


Applications / Adobe Illustrator (your version) / Presets / en_GB / Scripts
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 ‘Shape’ checkbox. Use this ceckbox if you want to crop vector objets by shape. To crop 

objects by shape you need do place that shape in the layer below than objects, unable this 

checkbox and click ‘Crop’

 ‘Artboard’ checkboxes.  Use these checkboxes if you want to apply a script function (Crop 

or Mask) to the entire artboard

 ‘Artboard’ checkboxes. Use these checkboxes if you want to apply a script function (Crop 

or Mask) to the all artboards

 ‘Crop by’ string. Use tha checkboxes of this string if you want to use ‘Crop’ function

 ‘Crop by’ string. Use tha checkboxes of this string if you want to use ‘Mask’ function

 ‘Mask’ button. Creating a clipping mask

 ‘Crop’ button. Cropping any vector objects by borders of artboard/shape.

This is a general installation instruction for all scripts for Adobe Illustrator. In this 

instruction, we will designate any script with the name The Script.
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